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All about authenticity
BY KAITLIN SHAWCROSS

You haven’t understood
attention to detail in building
until you’ve seen this City
Beach masterpiece by Luxus
Homes.
This tri-level residence is harmonious in
all aspects, from the matching ensuites to
the stone masonry and machined basalt
ﬂooring used throughout.
The property is builder Russell Manger’s
pride and joy and received so much public
interest during construction that it sold
before completion.
Originally from the UK, Mr Manger has
over 35 years experience in the building
industry with projects such as the Eton
College and Windsor Castle restorations
plying his craft of stone masonry.
He has poured some of his best work into
this family home using imported building
stone in lieu of cladding to create a more
authentic look and feel around the exterior
of the property.
Inspired by the architecture of Frank
Lloyd Wright, an American architect
and designer during the late 1800s and
early 1900s, the home focuses on the
cantilevers and extended eaves.
“There are 1.2m walnut stained cedar
eaves all the way around the house,”

Luxus Homes Marketing Director Jarrad
Cranston said. “The average house has
600mm eaves so detailed engineering
was required to hold the additional
weight of the eaves and the Cambrian
slate roof tiles around the whole house.”
The triangular site presented a challenge
when it came to ﬁnding the best way
to orient the house and fully utilise the
block.

Machined basalt stone floors
feature throughout the home,
carrying through the main living
areas and onto the different
alfresco spaces without
disruption in their pattern,
creating continuity throughout.
However, Luxus Homes has excelled here
with 750sqm of internal living space plus
a roof terrace and ﬁve external terraces
from which to enjoy the surrounding
views.
Machined basalt stone ﬂoors feature
throughout the home, carrying through
the main living areas and onto the
different alfresco spaces without a
disruption in their pattern, creating a
great sense of continuity throughout.
“The highlight of the home is the
continuation of the detail everywhere,”
Mr Cranston said.

“A lot of builders will increase the level
of detail in the living areas but overlook
the rest of the home. When the new
owner viewed the house, the quality and
attention to detail was most certainly
appreciated.”
“The negative details running through the
home sets the modern and contemporary
theme of the house,” Mr Cranston said.
“From the Axolotyl front door, void
trims and skirting to the home’s internal
doors, staircase and vanities, the negative
detailing ﬂows throughout.”
From the solid core front door with
negative detailing, the style carries
through into the home’s internal doors,
staircase and vanities.
The home’s beautiful American oak central
staircase acts as a spine, dividing the
residence into four zones on each storey.
To the north-west on the ground ﬂoor are
the guest quarters and a large theatre

which sits hidden behind a besser block
patterned screen; a popular feature of City
Beach and Floreat homes in the 1960s.
A powder room and study is located at the
front of the home while to the left of the
entry is the huge open-plan kitchen/living/
dining space that further extends onto two
alfresco spaces; one at the rear and one at
the front of the home.
“Being so close to the ocean, you get
blasted by the sea breeze so we have
outside areas on both ends with frameless
bi-folding doors to allow for all year round
entertaining,” Mr Cranston said.
The kitchen is fully integrated with a full
suite of Miele appliances and ﬁnished
with luxurious additions including marble,
Caesarstone and walnut timber veneer
cabinetry which conceal an expansive
scullery.
Each of the four bedrooms are equipped
with an ensuite that continues the same
matte black ﬁnish in the tapware as is used
in the kitchen.
A blade wall clad in Italian marble conceals
the double shower and toilet, avoiding the
need for shower screens.
Below the ground ﬂoor, the home features
a large wine cellar and a laundry with
plenty of storage space.
Some of the bricks from the original house
dating back to 1946 have been included
in the cellar as a memory to the former old
war house.
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